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Vinylhyde Repair Compound
Part# V100-4 , V100-16 (4 ounce pictured)
For professional use only. Use with heat gun or
iron for repair of automotive seats, headliners,
and door panels. Also industrial and marine-type
vinyl.

Vinylhyde Thinner
Part# T12-2
2 ounces of thinner. Use
to thin out V100 Vinylhyde or VSS, Super
Strength Vinylhyde.

Vinylhyde is a heat cured compound and is the
most important product used in heat type repairs.
Vinylhyde can be heat grained by using a grain
pad to achieve the desired grain after completing
the repair. Non Sandable.

Super Strength Vinylhyde
Part# VSS-4, VSS-16
For professional use only. Fill hole partially with compound. Heat until compound smokes and gets shiny. Repeat until
filled thoroughly. Grain with grain pad.
Cool with chill bar. May be sanded to
blend on leather repairs when cool. Strong,
exceptional quality.

Barrier Coat
Part# BC-6, BC-32
Use after graining but before re-coloring
repair area. Fitzgerald’s Barrier Coat is specially formulated to add strength to the repair and help hide minor imperfections in the
new grain pattern. Will also knock back any
shininess. Allow 1 minute for the barrier
coat to dry.

Vinyl Leather Cleaner, Z-7
Formulation
Part# VLC-G, VLC-P
LEATHER REPAIR COMPOUND
Part# LRC-4

Cleans & Protects Vinyl. Simply
apply directly on surface, allow
to set for a few seconds, and wipe
clean with plain water. Can be
used on most surfaces. NOT for
FABRIC or SUEDE. Always test
cleaners in a small, hidden area
before applying to entire area.

Low heat cure heat sensitive vinyl &
leather. Great for door panels, too!
Great adhesion and flexibility. Grain
with a pad or spray on texture. White.
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Weller Iron
Part# W100P3
Used for conductive curing of vinyl repairs, in tandem with a
“shoe”. Sold with or without shoe.

Pallet Knife
Part# GR-870
For application of repair products. Use for applying,
smoothing, and tamping.

#700 Shoe for Weller Iron
Part# WS-7
Conducts heat up to 700° F.
Attaches to Weller Iron. Angles are perfect for getting into
hard to reach spots.

MINI MESH

SUBPATCHES – Used to fill in a larger
hole. Can also be used as a backing.
VM6 18X36” SUBPATCH MATERIAL

Fitzgerald’s Self-Igniter Heat Torch
Part# FHT

Reliable & cost effective, the FHT uses
butane (51773). Additional tips for
added versatility are available.
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HAS 12X24 Heat Activated Subpatch (has
adhesive)

MESH— Used for extra durability in repair.
MINI1 Mini-mesh, 12” X 36”
MINI3 Mini-mesh, Square Yard
SUPER1 Super Mesh, 12” x 12”
SUPER3 Super Mesh, 36” x 36”
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